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STORAGE RINGS FOR INVESTIGATION OF ION-ArOM COLLISIONS

Reinhold Schuch
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831 USA

Abstract

In this survey, we give a brief description of synchrotron storage rings for heavy

Ions, and examples for their use In Ion-atom collision physics. The compression of the

phase space distribution of the tons by electron cooling, and the gain factors of 1n-

ring experiments compared to single-pass experiments are explained. Some examples of a

new generation of Ion-atom collision experiments which may become feasible with storage

rings are given. These Include the studies of angular differential single- and double-

electron capture cross sections, the production of slow highly charged recoil Ions, and

atonic collision processes using decelerated and crossed bean.

I. Introduction

The pioneering work for heavy-ion storage rings was done In Novosibirsk, via the

invention of the cooling Cl] of stored ion beams by merging them with a beam of cold

electrons. Now, about 10 years after these first electron cooling experiments, a Urge

number of projects for building heavy-ion synchrotrxui storage rings are underway mainly

concentrated in western Europe: ASTRIO at the University of Aarhus, Denmark [1], ESR

at GSI 1n Oarrastadt, FRG [2], TSR at HPI fur Kemphysik In Heidelberg, FRG [3], and

CRYRING at AFI In Stockholm, Sweden [4]. Proposals for such rings exist from other

laboratories, such as HISTRAP at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA [5]. If one also

considers Li as being a heavy Ion. then TARN It at Tokyo, Japan [63. the Indiana

University Cooler Facility (IUCF), USA [7], the CELSIUS at Uppsala, Sweden [8], and COSY

at Jiilich, FRG [9], can also be Included in this family. In F1g. 1, the expected

startup tines for the different projects which include electron cooling are given. For

completeness also the antiproton ring LEAR at CERN, and NAP-M at Novosibirsk. USSR, 1s

included. The status of NAP-M, where the ring 1s changed presently, 1s not known

exactly. It can be seen from this list that after a time of light-ion storage rings

there will be a concentration of starts of heavy-ion cooler rings In 1988-89.

The injected Ions range from protons up to uranium with energies up to 500

HeV/nucleon and will be obtained from accelerators built or existing in the labora-

tories. The ions will be injected in multiturns into the storage rings. After

injecting the bean in the ring, it Is planned to cool the phase space distribution of

the stored Ions, e.g., by merging them with a low temperature electron beam [10], or

with a laser beam [11], or by using stochastic cooling [12]. In all of the storage

rings shown in Fig. 1, electron cooling apparatus will be Installed. The light 1on

storage rings will have stochastic cooling systems similar to the one presently

operating at LEAR. An investigation of laser cooling is planned for the ASTRID



SYNCHROTRON STORAGE RING PROJECT

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

I | | | | |
.. NAP-H NOVOSIBIRSK (p, 7 Tm, C - 47 •)

... LEAR CERN f COOLING (p.p. < 2 GeV/c, 10.5 Tn, C - 78 •)

TARN II TOKYO (Z < 10, 6.9 Tin, C - 76 •}

CELSIUS UPPSALA (Z < 3, 6.3 Tm, C • 82 n)

IUCF BLOONINGTON (Z < 3, 6.3 Tin, C • 87 »)

TSR HEIDELBERG (Z < 80, 1.5 Tn, C - 55 •)

ASTRID AARHUS (Z < 80, 1.8 T«, C - 34 •)

CRYRING STOCKHOLM (Z < 50, ~ l.S T«, C - 50 m)

ESR DARMSTADT (Z <. 92, 10 Tw, C - 103 m)

COSY JVLICH (Z i 8, 3.4 GeV/c, C - 160 m)

OSAKA (Z i 8, 3.4 GeV/c, C • 160 M)

(HISTRAP OAK RIDGE
(Z I 80, 2.8 Tm, C - 50 •))

Fig. 1. Time table of expected operation of different storage rings with electron cooling.



facility. The electron cooling Is considered to be essential for all the ton-atom

collision experiments In the storage rings.

The storage times of Ions In the ring are determined by charge changing collisions

with the residual gas, by collisions with an Internal target, and by recombination with

electrons In the cooling section. The Importance of these processes will be discussed

later. Studies of recombination of highly charged Ions with electrons will be the first

experiments performed in the heavy-1on cooler rings, using the cooler as a high quality

electron bean which 1s merged with the circulating 1on beam. These experiments were

described in previous workshops [13-15], ana papers [16,17], and will not be discussed

here further.

After Injection and cooling, the beam 1s expected to have a low emittance («« mm

mrad) which taken together with the high current of the circulating bean should prove

very useful for ion-atom and Ion-Ion collision experiments. The excellent vacuum con-

ditions (< 1 0 ~ u Torr) In the ring resulting In a very low background should be very

favorable for studying this type of collision with low count rates.

II. Basic Structure of Storage Rings

A. Ring parameters

The general parameters of the different storage rings have similar values, as for

example the circumferences, the magnetic deflection angles, and the magnetic rigidity.

The circumference 1s concentrated around 50 m and 100 m. The deflection angle Is either

45s or 60" 1n the d1poles, which determines, together with the focussing elements

(quadrupoles, sextupoles, etc.}, the symmetry of the lattice. The magnetic rigidity,

which gives t'ie maximum momentum of the stored ions, cluster around 1-2 Tm and 6-10 Tin.

Because of these similarities in the design of the rings, we concentrate In the

following on the description of the HISTRAP project at Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL) [6]. The floor plan of the HISTRAP Is shown in Fig. Z. The Ions can be Injected

from the Hoi 1 field 25-MV Tandem accelerator (A), which delivers Ions of masses A around

30 with 9 HeV/nucleon, and around A - 100 with 5 KeV/nucleon. Plans exist to have

additional ECR source with a 200 keV/nucleon RFQ preacceleratcr Injector (B).

The nultitum stacking of the ions obtainable from the Injector Into the ring limits

the maximum number of stored Ions in the case of the HISTRAP to the order of -10 1 0 for

masses of -40. Other current limits such as Incoherent space-charge tune shift or

microwave instabilities are not expected to be Important in this case. The circum-

ference of the ring will be about SO m. There are 8 dipole magnets with bending angles

of 45° giving a magnetic rigidity of 2.6 Tin. The dispersion will be zero In all

straight sections. One straight section 1n the ring will be used for injection (C) and

RF acceleration (D) (see F1g. Z), the second for extraction (E), the third one for

experiments (G), and the fourth straight section will be for electron cooling (F). In

the ESR, HISTRAP, and TSR, 1t 1s planned to cool and store ions of different charge

states. The charge state acceptance of HISTRAP Is &Q/Q • ±41.
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Fig. 2. Floor plan of the HISTRAP storage ring to be built at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. A Is Injection line froa the Holifield tandea, B 1s the ECR,
RFQ Injector, C 1$ the Injection septum. D Is the acceleration, decelera-
tion Rf cavity, E Is the extraction, F Is the electron cooling, 6 1s the
experimental section, and H Is the quadrupole and sextopoie focussing
elements.

B. Electron cooling

The principle of electron cooling Is "bathing" the circulating hot 1on bean In a
continuously replenished "cold" electron beam Moving at the sane velocity [1,18]. The
velocity spread of the two particle beaas can be characterized by two temperatures, the
Ion tenperature Tj and the electron temperature Te. In the case of HISTRAP. It Is
planned to have an electron beam 5 cm In diameter, variable energy between 1 keV and 60
keV, a current of up to 5 amperes, and a transverse temperature of 0.2 eV. In cooling
conditions, the average electron longitudinal velocity <u> Is equal to the average Ion
longitudinal velocity <v>. In this frame of reference, the temperatures can be related
to the spreads of the two velocities:

Av (2kTe/«e)
1/2, (i)

where n\ and m^ are Ion and electron nass, respectively. Cooling Is mediated by colli-
sions between Ions and electrons moving with a relative velocity vr » v - u with respect
to each other. This leads to a l/vr

z dependence of the cooling force up to the
equilibrium temperature (Fig. 3). At thermal equilibria. It Is T1 - Te and Av -
(•e/Mf) I1 AU. This would result In a nry snail 1on velocity spread If there were no
bean heating processes, such as Intrabeam scattering, target scattering, etc. Because
bean cooling 1s In equilibrium with heating, this determines the Ion temperature.
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Fig. 3. The electron cooling force as a function of the relative velocity between
electrons and Ions. &u denotes the velocity spread.

Because of heating from Intrabeam scattering, the energy spread of the beam In HISTRAP
1s estimated to be In the order of AE/E - 10'**. This number Is proportional to the
number of stored particles and valuer "in the order of 10~ can be reached by reducing
the stored particle density.

Once the bean 1s cooled, I t Is expected that the electron bean velocity can be
varied relative to the Ion bean velocity for electron Ion collision experiments or for
cooling two simultaneously stored beans of different velocity but sane magnetic r igi -
dity. However, the change front one electron velocity to the other mist be rapid com-
pared with cooling tines, which are In the order of a second. The Ions are not forced
then to follow the electrons, because of the asymptotically zero cooling force (F1g. 3).
Two Important features of electron cooling can be recognized In Fig. 3: The cooling
force is Mximt-n at snail temperature and tends to zero at large relative velocity. The
first point Is Important for cooling the bean In Ion-atom collision experiments.



C. Effectiveness of storage rings In lon-aton collisions

A storage ring could also be used as an accelerator in the synchrotron mode with
extracted beams. This might be necessary for experiments using "thick" targets (>1015

atoms/cm2), or In the case of experimental Instrumentation which cannot be Inserted 1n
the ring. The effectiveness of running a storage ring 1n this mode would strongly
depend on the time constants of filling, cooling, and accelerating the Ions. At the
CRYRING where this mode Is planned a duty cycle of 10X Is expected.

In order to take advantage of a good quality circulating beam about 106 times per
second through the target, In-ring experiments with an internal atonic bean gas target
are necessary. A gas target In a ring can only be very dilute (<10 3 cm"1) because of
the ring vacuum being <10~ Torr. Furthermore, 1t has to be of a complicated structure
with fast variable apertures because of a changing bean size, etc. On the other hand,
the quality of the beam 1n the ring and the requirement of very dilute atonic beam
targets are essential for some atomic collision studies as they offer the possibility of
measuring low cross-section events such as. multiple electron transfer or multiple exci-
tation 1n single collisions. Such measurements are, otherwise, disturbed by multiple-
collision single-electron processes 1n the target or the residual gas In the beam line.
Studies of electron-transfer processes (discussed In more detail below) should become
possible with storage rings, whereas, they are not feasible with conventional
accelerators due to low beam Intensities.

The effectiveness of a ring for overcoming source limitations can be viewed In the
following way. Starting fron a continuous source of particles of intensity Is multiturn
Injection Is necessary In order to gain 1n effective current (Io) with a storage ring
compared to a single pass conventional accelerator. Still only a very small time Inter-
val of some 10 msec to some 100 msec of the continuous beam from an Injector can be used
for Bultitum Injection. Here, we assume that Injection takes the time x^ and cooling
xc. where both will be of the order of fractions of a second. After cooling, the target
would be switched on. For simplicity, we don't Include loss during the short cooling
time of one second. From then on, the beam Intensity l(t) decays exponentially with a
slope of exp(-ja) (1), where x 1s a decay rate for the processes which lead to the loss
of particles. It could contain the following quantities: X - v(apnr + O ^ T I ) + z, where
<?t and ar are the beam loss cross sections In the target and residual gas, respectively,
nt and nr are the target and residual gas densities, and n - d/U Is the ratio of the
target length d to the ring circumference U. The quantity z stands for the loss rate by
radiative recombination In the cooler If this Is running during that time. In Fig. 4,
such a cycle of filling, cooling, and measurement Is shown schematically. For such a
continuus source injecting Into the ring the gain factor is:

f • ntd / Io exp{-at} dt/nals(ti + tc + xe) (2)

where na denotes a target thickness which could be used In a single pass experiment.
The number Io is obtained by stacking k turns of Is; that Is, Io - ekls where the losses
during stacking In the factor e. In stacking experiments at TARN I, up to k • 1000
turns could be stacked.
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~exp{-\t}

t [sec]

Fig. 4. Beam current as a fraction of time of (left) a continuous source of 1on
beam and (right) Its multiturn Injection Into a ring with Injection time,
*<!, cooling time, tc, and experimental time, ie.

For an optimum gain factor refilling should be done after the experiment time xe,

which 1s the solution of

An obvious condition, which Is very clos- to this optimum. Is the time xe when the
circulating beam reaches the value of the continuous beam current from the source. The
gain factor with this approximation Is:

f - + tc) x. + jtn(ek))-
1 (ek-l)ntd/na . (•)

The gain factor would be Mich higher for a pulsed source. In particular, when the
pulse width and duty cycle can be matched with the Injection, cooling, and storage
tines. The additional gain factor would be In the order of 102 using a pulsed Ion
source at a tandem like the HHIRF Hol1f1eld compared to a continuous beam source. For
the example of a 10 MeV/nucleon beam, <% - 10"18 cm2, nt 10

1 2 cm"1, k » 1000, e • 1,
TJ » tc « 1 sec, z « 0, nr - 0, and t) - 4 x io-*», one would have a gain of f - W

1,
using Eq. (4), and a pulsed source mentioned above. This Is for the same target
thickness In the ring like In a single pass arrangement (ntd«na).

The gain factor has to be calculated for every particular case of target densities,
cross sections, bean Intensities with the required quality In ring and single pass.
One should keep In mind, by applying these formulas, that these considerations were
made with the assumption of having the same beam quality In the single pass experiment
as that obtained In a cooler ring. A single pass experiment needing storage ring beam
emittance requires considerable col11nation with the attendant loss of Intensity.
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III. Ion-Atom Collisions

A. Electron capture experiments

Single and multiple electron capture at high collision velocities has become of
large Interest because of difficulties l- the theoretical understanding of these fun-
damental processes In Ion-atom collisions. At collision velocities (large compared
with the Bohr orbital velocity), higher order terms In the Born description of electron
capture become Important [19]. Contributions from these terms In single capture of p
In H and He have been observed 1n a "Thomas peak" 1n the angular differential capture
cross section at the very small angle of 0.027" [20,21]. The result of 5 MeV p + H
published 1n Ref. 21 Is shown In F1g. 5 and compared here with a recently performed
symmetrized, third order, strong-potential Born calculation (SSPB) [22]. The accuracy
of such measurements was, however, strongly limited by the beam Intensity at the
requisite earittance. The Influence of the experimental angular resolution on the shape
of the measured structure can be seen from the two curves of the SSPB. The dashed line
Is the original prediction of SSPB, whereas, the full line Is obtained by folding with
the experimental angular resolution and one can see the loss of sensitivity In par-
ticular In the minimum. In coll lasting the beam a compromise between the beam Intensity

io '8
ORNL-DWG 87-147U

'1910

I io-zo

ci
TJ
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10'2 1

10-22

»•
1 =

5 MeV H + + H —
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SSPB FOLDED

i I Jl
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

LAB SCATTERING ANGLE (mrad)
1.0

Fig. S. Differential cross section for electron capture of protons In atomic
hydrogen. SSPB Is the symmetrical (third order) strong potential Born
calculation of Ref. 22.



for enough H counts and the beam emittance, lead to the obtained resolution. This limit

should be radically changed with a ring, wtiere emittances below .1 mm mrad are expected

to be reached by electron cooling.

The source limitation and the rapidly decreasing cross section (E-6) , made experi-

ments in a single pass arrangement impossible for energies above 5 HeV for p+H. There

one cannot compensate for the decreasing cross sect's;; •:•• increaiji.'j if?-.- £s. gei jiiiclt-

ness, because multiple collisions with electron loss and angular straggling then become

important. The target thickness in the p+H experiment [21] of 3 * 1017 era2 was almost

at the Un i t wnere a linear dependence on the pressure could s t i l l be observed. The

beam current 1n this experiment was reduced by col 11mation from ~nA to typically 10 pA.

In a ring collimation 5s not necessary,. So the fu l l beam of 10 l D protons circula-

t ing with 1 MHz corresponding to a raA beam can be used. An Internal atomic H target

of 101S cm2 thickness has been prepared to be Installed in the TSR for nuclear physics

experiments. I t Is also planned to be used for electron capture studies. I t should be

noticed, that electron capture measurements can be performed In a very elegant way with

a storage ring. The ring I t s e l f 1s a part of the apparatus. One dipole magnet In the

ring acts as a beam pur i f i e r , the other dipole Magnet, after the target , as the ana-

lyzing magnet. The neutrals from capture leave the ring through the zero degree exit of

the magnet chamber. After a several meter f l ight path, they are detected by a position-

sensitive detector. The absolute number of stored particles for normalization are known

from beam monitors.

The enhancement in luminosity with the Internal H target and the 10 stored

particles in the ring would be in the order of 10 compared to the conventional single

pass arrangements of Refs. 20 and 21. Consequently, an angular distribution could be

measured at 50 HeV energy with about the same stat ist ical error and resolution as In

the 5 HeV measurement [ 2 1 ] . Such measurements at higher energies would put very

stringent tests on charge capture theories.

The storage rings wi l l open new possibilit ies In the measurement of multiple charge-

transfer processes at high velocities. There conventional single-pass measurements

are limited by even much smaller cross section and by background from sequential single

capture contributions. The two captures can both occur in the gas cel l or one can have

one In the residual gas and one In the gas c e l l . The lat ter is d i f f i c u l t to separate

from a real double capture event by a pressure dependence because both can be linear.

The former has a quadratic pressure dependence, but I t could completely cover the

single-collision signal.

The high luminosity in the ring permits the use Of thin targets to achieve reason-

able signal levels for the low double-capture cross section with negligible sequential

capture. With the high effective current of a low emtttance beam circulating In a

storage ring through a very dilute gas target, measurements of angular differential

multiple-capture cross sections such as discussed above for single capture could even be

performed. Assuming a number of 10 particles In the ring, a revolution frequency of

1 MHz and a He target thickness of 1015 cm2, the luminosity would then be 1031 cm"3 s * 1 .

This value shows to which order the double-capture cross section could be s t i l l

measurable In a ring.

1



Dout-' . -apture cross sections at high velocities could have Interesting contribu-

tions 1 &••• '•'gher-order capture amplitudes. One 1s a pure third-order effect shown In

F1g. 6a, where. 1n a classical picture, the projecti le f i r s t scatters an electron at 45*

with /2 tines the projecti le velocity v. This scatters at a second electron at 45* back

In bean direction with v. The "second" electron moves at 90s relative to the beam with

v and scatters at the target nucleus In bean direction. Then both electrons can be

captured. The projectile Is deflected in this scattering event by 9 - / 2 iDg/M- sin

45* • «^/Mp, which wculd be for 3He e • 0.011*. Another peak could occur 1n a "double"

Tholes scattering event (Fig,, 6b) . Classically, In this case, the two electrons must be

at the same time at the same position, which could give a small phase space for this

process. The projectile scattering angle would be 9 • 2 flfe/Hp sin 60°, which 1s for
3He at 9 • 0.018". Additionally, « peak could appear at the normal Thomas scattering

angle of 9 - a^/Hp sin 60* for 3He at 8 = 0.009*, where one electron Is captured In a

f i rst -order process, and the second In a second-order process. Altogether, a t r ip le

peak structure In the angular differential double-capture cross section could be

observable.

Recently measurements of the differential double capture cross section for 1.5 MeV

He** on He were performed [ 2 3 ] . To our knowledge, this 1s the fastest coll ision

Investigated up to now for double capture. Only a smoothly decaying curve was observed.

This Is reasonable because even here the ensrgy 1s s t i l l much to low for observing any

of these higher-order peaks mentioned above.

B. Multiple target lonization and recoil-Ion sources

An accelerated heavy Ion, which Is often called a "hammer,* Is able to Ionize In a
single collision almost all electrons of the target atom, such as Ne and Ar, without

ORNL-DWG B7-14710

ro-
sin 60°

Fig. 6. Mechanisms for higher order double capture; m^, MQ, and My electron,
a 1s a pure third order and b Is the "seconprojectile and target

order processes.
ass.
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transferring much kinetic energy to the target nucleus. These recoil ions can be ex-

tracted by an elect : field from the Interaction region, and can be used for further

experiments [24]. In recent years several experiments Mere performed which demonstrated

that high energy heavy 1on beans can be very useful in producing such highly charged

recoil ions at low energies (eV - keV) [25].

The use of a stored ion bean as a "hammer" beam has been proposed in Ref. 26. In

this case, the charge state purity of the beam 1s not of importance. So that the com-

bination of raulticharge state operation, to allow the storage of most of the charge-

changed part of the beam, with electron cooling, to compensate for energy loss and

multiple scattering, is important for the efficiency of such a recoil-ion source In a

ring.

For estimating the rates, we assume here an atomic beam gas jet in HISTRAP with

<1012 Ar atoms/cm2 thickness. From measured cross sections [25] for the production of

Ar recoil ions by 15 MeV/nucleon U 7 5 + and 2 NeV/nucleon Br, we estimate o(Ar18+) - 10"18

cm2 for 15 HeV/nucleon Iodine Ions. With 10 i 0 Iodine Ions circulating at 15 MeV/nucleon

and the above target thickness, one would get about 10 bare recoiling Ar nuclei per

second. rt1ll assuming only 20% extraction efficiency, one would have higher Inten-

sities of very low energy (10 eV/nucleon) Ar * Ions than those reached up to now with

ion sources directly.

This assumes that the hammer beam Is not lost. In reality, one could have losses by

multiple scattering, energy loss, and charge exchange. One can estimate that multiple

scattering is small. Also, the energy loss by ionizing Ar completely (50 keV) would not

move the particle out of the acceptance of the ring. As the probability per 1on per

second is about unity, both scattering and energy loss can be compensated by electron

cooling. However, In addition to beam loss by capture In the gas. there 1s loss due to

recombination during cooling. An estimate shows that in this case te would be 1n the

order of 10 seconds, then refilling of the ring Is necessary, wMch still leaves the

number of produced recoil ions In the order of 10 1 0 sec"1.

In present day single-pass experiments for producing recoil Ions, an Intensity of

106 Ar 1 8 + 1s possible with a target thickness of 3 * 1013 cm2 and 5 particle nA beam,

so the gain factor of the ring Is 1n this case 10 .

C. Decelerated beams,

A storage ring in the synchroton mode would be used as a decelerator for obtaining

very highly charged ions at low velocities. The Ions which are stripped to a high

charge state, before Injection into the ring, would be decelerated by the RF system 1n

the ring after cooling. With such beams of low velocity, highly charged ions, studies

of high-resolution X-ray spectroscpy [27], the interference structures in charge

transfer processes, and quasimolecular X-ray emission could be performed. A review of

such experiments done to date with decelerated beams 1s given in Ref. 28. The advantage

of a storage ring for deceleration would be the possibility of using cooling to reduce

the phase space spread introduced by the deceleration of the beam. Thereby, one could.

1n principle, obtain a low velocity high quality beam in the ring. In practice, there

M



* 1 U be storage time limitations due to the Increasing capture cross section with

decreasing velocity. Assuming single-charge state operation and a pressure of 1 * 10"

Torr, the storage time for He-like Iodine or the He-Uke bromine, drops from hours at

5 MeV/nucleon to a few seconds at 0.1 NeV/nucleon.

After deceleration and cooling, the bean could be extracted and used 1n single-pass

experiments. \n t h H mode of e x t r a t t ^ the tews, the e f f ^ e n t y wsuW depend on the

duty cycle for f i l l i n g , cooling, deceleration, and extraction. A very rough estimate of

the Intensity shows that an extracted beam would be obtained in time Intervals 1n the

order of a second.

D. Ion-Ion collisions

With the beam cooling techniques and the high circulating current 1n a ring, the

studies of slow collisions between few electron Ions by Intersecting two co-circulating

beams In a ring should be possible. At HISTRAP, one thinks about storing beams with the

same momentum over charge value, p/q. This would be possible by Injecting the beams

sutawjuentty from the HMWF tandem and the Etft-RFQ. In the storage node, one would have

the two beams merged along the circumference of the ring. I f the beans are very di f -

ferent 1n velocity, they could be cooled separately as the cooling force 1s zero for the

one beam (Fig. 3 ) , during the cooling the other bean.

For the ESR at GSI, 1t Is proposed [29,30] to cross two beans of the same mass, but

sl ightly different momentum p or charge state q. The crossing angle of the beams

attainable between the focussing elements determines the collision energy In the center-

of-mass system. The relative velocity of the two beams merged or crossed can be ob-

tained in a general form by a relat1v1st1c transformation of the velocities (p • v 2 / c ) :

v r - (1 - V!v2 /c2 coso)"1(vi + vf - 2viv2 coso - pv2 s1n 2 o) 1 / 2 (6)

In a nonrelativtstlc l im i t and for a • 0 , which Is the case for Che merged beams (masses
m i . m2, charge states q i , q 2 , and energies E i , E2) proposed for HISTRAP one has from (5)

a center-of-mass energy of:

- (E 2 /m 2 ) 1 / 2 ) 2

with the additional condition for storing the two beans: " lE i /q i • w2E2 /q2 .

In the ESR at GSI two beams of sl ightly different momenta plf p2 or different charge

sti tes q l r q2 are planned to be crossed between additional quedrupoies 1n the straight

section. With a value of flp/p or aq/q « IX ( e . g . , U 9 l + and U92*) a crossing angle

a - .1 rad Is possible [ 2 9 ] . The relation (5) gives 1n this case In a reasonable

approximation:

Ecm " V W ( 1 / 2 ( 1 - cosa) 2

(p » v/c. T • (1 - p 2 ) - 1 / 2 ) . For beams of 500 MeV/nucleon energy, e . g . , the center-of-

mass collision energy varies between zero and 3.5 MeV/nucleon for a between zero and

100 rarad. The luminosity expected for these crossed beams [29] 1s In the order of

10 - 102<* cm~2 s ' 1 and nearly Independent of the crossing angle. This means that

IZ



reactions down to lb-would be measurable. One of the most Interesting experiments pro-
posed for U 9 2 + crossed beams 1n the ESR Is the measurement of positron production [30].
It Is expected that the positron production rate Is enhanced by a factor of 40 because
of the possibility the electron from pair creation Is captured 1n one of the two empty
K-shell state of U 9 2 +.

The measurements of Interferences In the K-shell to K-shell charge-transfer process
and In the quasimoiecular X-ray emission has also been proposed, which Is based on
Investigations done already 1n 1on-atora collisions with decelerated beams (see, e.g.,
Ref. 28). In merged or crossed beam 1on-1on collisions, one has the advantage that both
the collision partners are In well-defined electronic states. Measurement of Interfer-
ence effects 1n quasimolecuiar X rays from very heavy crossed Ion beams, such as U 9 l +

with U 9 1 + or U 9 2 + 1n the ESR, can lead to a very accurate spectroscopy of the energy
levels and to the determination of QED effects 1n superheavy quasimolecules.

IV. Summary

In this survey on the possible applications of heavy Ion storage rings In Ion-atom

coll ision physics a few topics were selected. The Intention WJ.: to show that Ion-atom

and Ion-Ion collision studies can be performed in a fundamentally Improved way using

storage rings as compared to the present experimental techniques. This Is mainly due to

the large density of the beam which has been phase space compressed by electron cooling.

This gives reasonably large luminosities even with low stationary target densities or

with crossed or merged beams. There are many more areas even 1n atomic physics which

have been omitted here, such as electron-1on collisions or spectroscopy where new

possibil it ies are opened by these new machines.
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